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ABSTRACT
Now it is evident that nature and society have a great
number of special systems which very differ from
traditional objects (systems) of physics, chemists and
engineering. For such special (synergetic-chaotic)
systems we propose the special third paradigm and
construct five basic properties of (unique) systems
and on 13 differences in the methods, basic concepts
about such systems. The introduction of such basic
properties and differences are presented in the article.
We postulate the humanity evolution, dynamic of social and political systems, biosphere of Earth, the human organism and his functional systems and many
other systems (Universe at all) have all five such
properties and must be described according to special
synergetic paradigm. Now the authors presents all
these special properties and the special table where
the differences between deterministic-stochastic systems (and its theoretical approaches) and the synergetic systems (complexity, self-organization systems)
were presented more conveniently.
Keywords: Vector of States; Quasiattractor; Chaos;
Glimmer

1. INTRODUCTION
More than a century of systems theory development (end
of the 19th century—A. Bogdanov, beginning of the 20th
century—L. von Bertalanffy, middle and end of the 20th
century—N. Wiener и W. R. Ashbу’s cybernetics) has
made the humanity to realize that there are three global
paradigms in the world. Let us recall that the last (and
more global) definition of paradigm was presented by
Thomas Kuhn (in his famous book “The structure of
scientific revolutions”): “universally recognized scientific achievements that, for a time, provide model problems and solutions for a community of researches”. As a
result of paradigm understanding we can research, model
*
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and does some future prognosis; what type of theory we
can construct according to the paradigm and how we can
interpret the prognosis if it realize or not realize. So the
global paradigm must be interpreted not only nature but
systems dynamics. There are some other definition of
paradigm (see the Oxford English Dictionary “a pattern
or model, an exemplar” for example) but the global understanding of such word (paradigm needs more wideness interpretation and are only three global paradigms:
deterministic-stochastic paradigms (DSP) as two types of
bounded paradigms and our, third (chaotic-self-organization) paradigm (TP)). The last we use for unique, third
type of systems with chaotic initial, intermediate and final
states of its state vector x  x  t    x1 , x2 , , xm  .
In W. Weaver’s (1948) representation [1] it may be
understood as the abstract classes of systems: “organized
simplicity”, “disorganized complexity”, “organized complexity”. If we abstract from the attempt of giving more
precise definition to these three types of systems, suggested by W. Weaver, the classification of the authors
will be presented in details and definitely [2]. According
to three types of global paradigms: stochastic paradigm,
(for description of “disorganized complexity” [1]; deterministic paradigm (for understanding and describing
“organized simplicity” [1]; and the third (chaotic-selforganization) paradigm describing “organized complexity”, [1])).
Details of the authors’ interpretation and the classification of three types of systems (the background of new
classification) are expounded in the first volume of the
edition “The Third Paradigm” (the edition will contain 6
volumes and soon will be published, the author is V. M.
Eskov). But the authors are to give a brief representation
of some basic principles for a clear and formulized view
of several fundamental ideas. Otherwise, the novelty and
significance of the investigation will be obscure. The
authors are going to give new ideas for the world, humanity and other philosophical aspects of systems theory
for different specialists from all spheres, including cultural areas.
Briefly, the world science in the field of systems the-
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ory is in a systems crisis (we are sorry for tautology),
connected with the unwillingness to apprehend the presence of the third type of systems, difficult understanding
by different scientific schools, that stirs up irreconcilable
discussions. In the USA this type of systems is defined as
the complexity and nonlinear dynamics [3], in Europe (H.
Haken)—as synergetic systems, in other cases they are
defined as complex, self-organizing systems [1,2,4-7].
But all of these are only little part of all, global definitions of complexity—the system of third type according
to our classification.
However, the complexity, self-organization, nonlinear
dynamics of its behavior does not actually cover their
basic, fundamental, key properties, which could be formalized (the concept of complexity, self-organization are
not formalized, and simple system may also have nonlinear dynamics, not connecting with the special third type
systems). Generally, everything is critical and uncertain,
and hence there is basis for a heated discussion, rejection
and resentment. Against this background, the main confusion was initiated discussion between H. Haken, and
I.R. Prigogine, that has not finished (to the displeasure of
both sides). One of the authors of the message (V. M.
Eskov) revealed in his book the reasons of this controversy and suggested that the real withdrawal from the
system crisis [2].

1.1. Why Are There Two Types of Systems but
Three Types of Paradigms?
In his final address to the future generations I. R. Prigogine said “The Die Is Not Cast” [8] about the existence in
nature (in society as well) unique (individual and unique)
systems (objects, phenomena), that are quite impossible
to investigate in the framework of determinism (and we
shall add, stochastically too). Prigogine acknowledges
that modern science, studying the complexity of the
world, deny determinism: they insist that nature is creative at all levels of its organization. The future is not
given to us in advance. The authors of the article defined
30 years ago clearly that the “complexity” in the objects
of nature with a unique, complex, synergistic (self-organizing) properties of systems cannot be studied within
the framework of determinism or stochastics.
In this regard, it should be emphasized that the tragedy
of I. R. Prigogine was connected with feeling of (or even
understanding) the existence in nature and society of the
third, special type of systems. Unique, rare systems being
in a continuous “glimmer” and constant teleological
evolution, where the huge difference (not like the fluctuations stated by I. R. Prigogine and L. D. Landau) in a
continuous “glimmer” that determine the evolution and
final state. Understanding of all the contradictions I.
Prigogine had always to serve this deterministic-stochaCopyright © 2012 SciRes.
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stic approach (or paradigm, as defined by the authors of
the report)—DSA (or DSP).
To describe the complex and unique systems of the
third type DSP is not suitable. Here we need the third
paradigm (TP), which is based on 5 basic properties of
(unique) systems and on 13 differences in the methods,
basic concepts about the state of these unique systems in
relation to other deterministic and stochastic systems (we
combine them in DSP-type systems). First, the united
type of systems is based on two different paradigms (deterministic and stochastic), and, despite their great differences, the similarities between them are essential and
fundamental. It is based on the fact that the initial state of
any deterministic or stochastic system should be reproducible any number of times, without any restrictions. It
is the main feature of the scientific content (in the DSP)
in the study of the first type of systems (but subordinated,
supposedly, to two different paradigms). Let us consider
in more detail the history of differences and communalities in the definition of these two types of systems that
the authors combine into DSA-systems. At the same time
(before the beginning of this presentation), we note that I.
Prigogine stood in the mode of DSA, despite the existence of an understanding and existence of the third paradigm, and the second (non-DSP)-type systems.
The early scientific history demonstrates different
types of mind when describing nature. We know a famous Greek proposition about continuously changing the
objects properties (in nature proposition about river
states: “panta rhei”). Now we understand that the Greek
scientists had primitive knowledge about our modern
theory of chaotic systems and about objects with chaotic
dynamics.
On the other hand, a famous and outstanding Chinese
philosopher Confucius (with Dao presentation) and his
followers told that there were three types of each man’s
social and psychological stage. The first stage of human
mind is that everybody has deterministic (according to
social laws) state (like for a little child we do input interrupted control to restrict his non-mind freedom). The
second one, everyone lives in the stochastic world (everyone can choose the trajectory of his life among some
different possibilities). The third one, Dao’s principle
makes the choice of the synergetic trajectory of his life
possibilities (it is a great possibility of his own choice).
Three Dao’s states illustrate the fractal property of different “human-comparable” dynamic systems: the transformation from the deterministic to stochastic stage and
after that to the synergetic stage.
As to Dao’s transformation we have similar evolution
for human society from traditional (the authors named it
deterministic) to technological (named stochastic) society. And a final stage of social evolution is synergetic
(knowledge, postindustrial) society—SKPS. Such transOPEN ACCESS
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formation (deterministic, stochastic and synergetic (chaotic) types of systems) we can observe in science evolution too. I. Newton’s and P. Laplace’s determinism
(XVII-XIX centuries) was transformed into stochastic
approaching (the beginning of the twentieth century in
physics). And now we observe the transformation of
stochastic paradigm to final synergetic (chaotic) paradigm (the last third type of paradigm).
So these fundamental laws of science evolution lay
down the foundation of the synergetic paradigm and its
description of special synergetic complexity (with chaotic-self-organization properties) but deterministic-stochastic paradigms (DSP) may be used for physical, chemical and technical systems because we can repeat and
reproduce all states of such DSP-systems (correctly or
with some fixed distribution). But for such synergetic
systems now it isn’t possible to do strong identification
of real distinctions between approaching according to
DSP and according to the methods of synergetic paradigm. In science the strong understanding of such distinctions is lacking. We shall demonstrate a special table
of differences of the initial state of system’s state vector
T
(SSV) x   x1 , x2 , , xm  in phase space of states (PSS)x  t0  , intermediate states of x  x  t  ) and the final
state of SSV in PSS  xk  t   from three types of paradigms (deterministic, stochastic and synergetic (chaotic)).
There is a great affinity between deterministic and
stochastic paradigms because we can define correctly
(and reproducibly) the initial state of SSV  x  t0   and
the final state of DSP systems can be defined precisely or
with some distributions (see Table 1).
There are global laws of fractal evolution of different
dynamic systems (for example: unique man, humanity,
mankind mind). On the other hand, we have such transformation for science when we observe the change of
deterministic paradigm to stochastic paradigm and at the
end of such transformation we will create a synergetic
paradigm. Let us consider the basic principles as laws for
such transformation.
The change of three paradigms according to global
dynamic system laws of evolution (deterministic-stochastic-synergetic transformation) has some regularity for

scientific evolution. It is based on the notions “certainty”
and “uncertainty” [1,8,9]. These notions are connected
with three basic stages of any dynamical systems (as
complexity). The initial stage is being modeled by system’s state vector (SSV) x in phase space state and
x  x  t  must be defined very correctly. So we must
easily repeat each initial state ( x  t0  for t = 0 must be
definite). Such processes must be certainly repeated for
deterministic systems. The same condition we have for
deterministic systems for intermediate and final stages of
their dynamics. It is possible in physics, chemistry and
techniques but it isn’t possible for biological, medical,
social, political dynamic systems (BDS, MDS, SDS,
PDS) with chaotic behavior of their dynamics. For deterministic processes we must know the initial stage,
some mathematical models for systems descriptions and
all intermediate, final stages must be defined exactly and
correctly. Such processes are given in Table 1 where
every stage (the case of full definiteness) is presented as
a “+”, when the stage isn’t correctly defined we have “±”
and if we don’t know anything about system's dynamics
we have “−” (the case of full indefiniteness).
For initial state the second row (presents the probability systems) of Table 1 presents the definite initial stage
of SSV in PSS and it must always have “+” (the stage
must be repeated unlimitedly). But for intermediate
stages  xi  t   and for the final stage of such processes
we have unknown value of SSV in PSS (at final we
know only its distribution). Table 1 presents “±” for intermediate stages and “−” for the final stage of such systems with stochastic behavior (see the second row).
The third row of Table 1 presents all stages of synergetic systems’ dynamics according to I. Prigogine’s version of complexity behavior (synergetic systems with
nonlinear dynamics). For such version the initial stage
must be defined precisely and for other stages we have
complete uncertainty (“−” and “−” for second and third
columns). The uncertainty has great differences in comparison with probable indefiniteness (see the 2nd row
and 3rd column) because chaotic processes are not repeatable in principle. But H. Haken’s proposition (about
synergetics) has deeper roots (as I. Prigogine’s version)
and for these real cases the authors introduces the fourth
row where the initial state isn’t defined. Now the authors

Table 1. The role of definiteness (certainty—“+”) and indefiniteness (“–”) in four types descriptions of biological dynamic systems.
Initial state of system X  to 

Intermediate state of system X i  t 

Final state of system X k  t 

Deterministic paradigm

+

+

+

Stochastic paradigm

+

±

–

+ and ±

–

–

–

–

–

Chaos (I. Prigogine and H. Haken)
Chaos (authors’ version)
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postulates: the initial state of every BDS (medical, social,
political and other “human-measurable” systems) featured to be uncertain because SSV in PSS performs continuous movement (chaotic movement in specific phase
space volume that the authors named as quasi-attractor
VG). The chaotic movement in quasi-attractor of SSV till
this day was ignored by all researches. We all think that
x0(t) = const for t = 0 and dx/dt = 0 but in real nature
every SSV in PSS for such complexity (synergetic systems) performs the continuous movement in some VG
and parameters of VG—present the real state of BDS (and
other synergetic system’s states, not only initial ones).
The authors with many other colleges try to construct
modern compartmental-cluster theory of bio-systems
(CCTB) where all these special properties of compartmental-cluster structure of biological dynamic systems
(BDS) are taken into account [2,10-12].

1.2. Five Properties and Thirteen Differences
between the Third Paradigm and DSP
Now we have a special theory (CCTB) where the basic
postulate of H. Haken’s proposition was presented [2,10,
12] and the compartmental-cluster theory of bio-systems
with modeling of compartmental and cluster structure of
different similar systems was described [10-12]. Indeed
the CCTB are based on H. Haken’s postulate [4,5] where
behavior of separate elements is not investigated and
systems have the compartmental-cluster structure (the
first basic property of synergetic systems presented by
the authors, see Table 2 below) [2,10].
The second property of BDS (and other similar synergetic systems) is connected with “glimmer” property. It
means that there are not stationary regimes for BDS or
from other way for state vector x(t) we have not dx/dt =
0 and x(0) = const for every time of BDS existence. The
authors postulates that every complexity (synergetic
BDS) can be described by the system state vector (SSV)
in PSS has uninterrupted movement SSV in phase space
of state. So all these synergetic systems (BDS, political,
social, physical states of separate man or all society) are
considered to be “glimmering systems” [2,7].
The third basic property of BDS (and other synergetic
systems) is connected with special theological properties.
For example, we think mankind has some final purposes
(the laws of our self-organization have some theological
trajectory). It may be the end of our civilization and the
beginning of a new evolution of biosphere. But it doesn’t
mean that we don’t have any choice for changing such
trajectory of mankind theological future. The authors
dreams that synergetic society will do the parallel civilization in Space (not only one) and we shall continue our
life in other world (on other planets) if the Earth achieves
a catastrophe. So the theological property is the third
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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basic property of BDS and other synergetic systems
[2,7].
The forth property of BDS is connected with “glimmering” property but it is not the same because we
named it “evolution” [1,2,4-7]. The glimmering processes may be realized in a special volume of phase space
named by the authors as a “quasi-attractor”. The volume
characterizes the status of BDS (and other synergetic
systems) and it is connected with micro-chaotic movements of SSV in phase space. The micro-chaotic movements of all parameters of SSV characterize the glimmering processes of BDS (and other synergetic systems)
and nowadays it is a special second property of BDS.
The evolution and glimmering property differ from each
other because evolution is a macro-property of SSV
moving in PSS (for long time) and glimmer is a microproperty of synergetic systems. But all of these properties are the main properties of such systems. So we have
many different systems in nature (mankind, separate man,
biosphere, Universe ···) which we must describe according to synergetic paradigm and its apparatus (including
theological property, micro- and macro-chaotic regimes
with evolution and glimmer, compartmental-cluster
structure). Such synergetic objects and systems differ
from physical, chemical, technical systems and objects
and all of these special properties we can demonstrate in
special Table 2.
The one that weighs most heavily on proponents of the
deterministic/stochastic approach and the most “extravagant” property of BDS, is the property of exceeding
the three-sigma limits (for a Gaussian distribution, the
probability of falling outside these limits is P < 0.003).
In principle, for biological dynamical systems, all evolution of the living occurs beyond the three-sigma limit,
i.e., there are huge “biofluctuations”, deviations from the
average values. It is specifically such systems, in particular people (geniuses) who create new (also going far
beyond the limits of established boundaries) theories and
approaches, and new directions in science. All biological
processes going beyond the three-sigma boundary should
be detected, studied, and measured, and we need to build
models for them within the framework of the new theory
of chaos and synergetics. The most popular presentation
of our fifth biosystem property for economical and political system’s was illustrated in famous monograph of
N. Table [9].
In fact, Table 2 includes all five special properties of
synergetic systems—complexity (compartmental-cluster
structure, “glimmering property” and absence of stable
state, theological and evolutionary properties and some
properties connected with uniform distribution of all parameters of system’s state vector in phase space and with
its existence in special quasi-attractor—the volume of
OPEN ACCESS
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Table 2. The differences between the approaches of deterministic-stochastic paradigm (DSP) and synergetic paradigm (SP).
DSP description of system state vector—SSV

SP description of system state vector movement

1) Behavior of separate elements is investigated.

1) Behavior of pools, compartments, clusters (by H. Haken) is
investigated but not as separate elements.

2) The formal apparatus in phase space of states (PSS) uses points and
lines and the concrete SSV positions in PSS are important.

2) The phase space of states contains the regions and movement of
system state vector within each region forms quasi-attractor (the notion
is given by the authors).

3) There are stationary regimes (in case of state vector x we have dx/dt
= 0 and x = const).

3) There aren’t stationary regimes (dx/dt ≠ 0 and x ≠ const) because
system exists in continuous motion in PSS (“glimmering system”
property).

4) Sometimes systems take compartment-cluster form.

4) Many systems have compartmental- cluster structure (CCS).

5) Some systems have theological properties (their final state is
predictable).

5) Many systems (“human-comparable” systems) have theological
properties (the final state is predictable).

6) Some systems evolve.

6) All “human-comparable” systems evolve.

7) The overrunning three-sigma’s interval is an unknown artifact (it is
a neglected fact).

7) The overrunning three-sigma’s interval is investigated actively and
quasi-attractor is formed by these overrunning values (as a law).

8) The parameters of system state vector have non-uniform distribution.

8) The parameters of synergetic system state vector have uniform
distribution.

9) Chaotic regimes appear episodically for short time so they can be
modeled within the bounds of DSP.

9) The investigated system resides in micro-chaos and can be described
by quasi-attractor but there isn’t DSP-modeling.

10) The unit (element) characterizes the dynamics of process within
the bounds of system analysis.

10) The unit is nothing and everything (if it is a parameter of order)
within the bounds of system synthesis (it is a global problem of SP).

11) Commonly the dimensionality of phase space of states doesn’t
change and there is no need to monitor the system because a priori we
have models and/or distribution functions in case of system state
vector.

11) The dimensionality m of phase space of states changes frequently
therefore it needs persistent monitoring of order’s parameters in case of
system state vector.

12) In the chaos theory (I. R. Prigogine’s and V. I. Arnold’s
approaches), the initial state is set definitely.

12) The initial state is not defined (the parameters of quasi-attractor are
roughly determined).

13) The parameters of model-based quasi-attractors are precisely
defined.

13. The parameters of realistic (ideal) attractors can’t be defined
(quasi-attractors represent real attractors as frequency of events,
represent the probability of events according to Bernoulli’s theorem)
but within the bounds of five properties of bio-system the real
attractors can’t be reached.

phase space where the state vector performs its continuous
movement). All these five properties and some other
differences illustrate the difference between DSP and SP
(their approaching) indeed. We can investigate or neglect
such idea as we did before in science. But reality exists
out of our mind.

2. CONCLUSIONS
It is evident now that mankind constructs three types of
global approaching for scientific describing of different
natural and social processes: deterministic, stochastic and
synergetic (chaotic) approaching (the last is our construction because our micro-chaos is very different from
traditional interpretation of chaos). These three directions
of science have some common roots but there are many
different details in their construction and development.
We must say that three paradigms laying the foundation
of the three types of sciences ant it are useful not only in
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

science itself but DSP and SP can describe the evolution
of mankind, separate man, the evolution of culture, religion and science at all.
The third paradigm and its applications are not finished and its developments continued now. Not only
classic synergetics (but it is different direction as theory
of complexity, nonlinear dynamic theory and the theory
of self-organizations and chaos) may be useful for description of very special systems which are very differ
from physical, chemical or technical systems. For such
special synergetic systems we have five very special
properties: the contract property of compartmental-cluster structure; evolution property and micro-chaotic
movements of its state vector in phase space (with uniform distribution of its parameters in special volume of
the phase space named by the authors as quasi-attractor)
signed as glimmer; theological property and the possibility overrunning three-sigma’s interval (the property neglected famous statistical property).
OPEN ACCESS
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The last fifth property indicates that overrunning three
sigma’s interval must be investigated actively in case of
synergetic systems and the distribution of state vector
parameters may be uniform for such systems. The latter
proposition turned out to be just a hypothesis but we
can’t study and prove this proposition in principle because all synergetic systems have evolution and theological properties. We can't check the systems with continuous and permanent evolution. The similar situation
we have in probability theory for J. Bernoulli’s theorem
(when frequency P*(A) approaches its probability P(A)
with some probability for repeating of the experiments
unrestrictedly large (n→∞)). But for synergetic system it
is not possible situation because there is not stable state
(dx/dt ≠ 0 at all) and such system have uninterrupted
evolution.
So the humanity evolution, dynamic of social and political systems, biosphere of Earth, the human organism
and his functional systems and many other systems
(Universe at all) have all five such properties and must
be described according to special synergetic paradigm.
Now the authors presents all these special properties and
the special table where the differences between deterministic-stochastic systems (and its theoretical approaches)
and the synergetic systems (complexity, self-organization systems, ···) were presented more conveniently. As a
result all of it we must talk about three types of science:
deterministic science (as ideal presentation), the stochastic science (more as a real presentation) and the synergetic (complexity, etc.) science (for description of special
objects with five properties and special micro-chaotic
regimes).
According to the classification (see Table 2) we should
investigate the micro- and macro-chaotic regimes of such
synergetic systems and as a result we should calculate
the parameters of quasi-attractors. It has been proved and
presented that there are differences between I. Prigogine’s and H. Haken’s approaches like now the existing of
differences between deterministic-stochastic theory and
synergetic theory. The last is evident according to Tables

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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1 and 2.
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